Unknown Lesvos South Coastline Trek
3 Days Trek

Day One 13/7/2016
*********************
- Depart from Fara in the morninrg
- Trekking along the sea water off path in colored rocky terrain with easy scrambling
- swimming in crystal water
- cook and sleep on beach near the fire
Day Two 14/7/2016
*********************
- Depart from the beach in the morning
- Follow the coastline. After Agia Varvara the coastline is smooth and easier.
- Visit Plomari village (If someone needs to leave from here to Mytilene it is possible
by bus or taxi)
- Continue until Melinta traditional small village near the sea
- Eat fresh fish in a taverna
- Sleep in rooms or on a beach.
Day Three 15/7/2016
***********************
- Return to Plomari village from other path and visit desserted village
- Arrive at Plomari and visit picturesque alleys and traditional cafes
- In the afternoon depart to Mytilene by car
- On the way little stop at the Hot Spring in Gera
Extra Days
************
- From Mellinta continue west to Panagia Krifti (small curve bay with Hot Spring near
the sea, and small church)
- Continue to Drota beach by an old forgotten path
- After Drota the costline is a continues beach until Vatera.
- From Vatera return to Mytilene by car.

Useful Information
********************
Every day we are going through 7 or 8 km. The first day all of distance is out off path.
The second and third days is on a path.
Important
**********

We don't go back to Fara. So your baggage I will transport it to Mytilene in a safe
place before we start a trek.
Gear for Trek
**************
- Sport shoes or trekking shoes
- Hat and suncream
- Sleeping bag ( I have one spare)
- Small bag for water and sleeping bag
Cost for 3-Days-Trek
***********************
1 to 4 person / 100 euro per person + 25 euros for extra day
5 and more / 90 euro per person + 20 euros for extra day
The price include
- Dinner and sleeping in Fara on 12/7/16 (We cook all together)
- Water and food supplies and transportation to a beach where we cook and sleep
on 13/7/16
- Your transport from Plomari to Mytilene
- Your baggage transport from Fara to Mytilene
- The organise
- The guiding
Not Included
- The cost of rooms, the tavernas and the ticket in hot spring

Info & Participations
**************************
Kostas Mougkolias
6974239779
pestoapla@yahoo.com

